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Humans

Humans are incapable of securely storing high-quality
cryptographic keys, and they have unacceptable speed
and accuracy when performing cryptographic
operations... But they are sufficiently pervasive that we
must design our protocols around their limitations.

— C. Kaufman, R. Perlman, and M. Speciner
Network Security: PRIVATE Communication in a PUBLIC World.

2nd edition. Prentice Hall, p.237, 2002.



Humans

Not long ago, [I] received an e-mail purporting to be
from [my] bank. It looked perfectly legitimate, and asked
[me] to verify some information. [I] started to follow the
instructions, but then realized this might not be such a
good idea... [I] definitely should have known better.

— former FBI Director Robert Mueller



Humans

I think privacy is actually overvalued...If someone drained
my cell phone, they would find a picture of my cat, some
phone numbers, some email addresses, some email text.
What’s the big deal?

— Judge Richard Posner
U.S. Court of Appeals, 7th circuit



The Human Threat

Malicious humans
I want to cause harm!

Humans who don’t know what to do
OK, so what I am supposed to do with this warning?

Unmotivated humans
I don’t care about security, I just want to do my work!

Humans with human limitations



Key Challenges
Security is secondary task

⇒ Users are trying to get something else done

Security concepts are hard
⇒ Viruses, certificates, SSL, encryption, phishing

Human capabilities are limited
⇒ Can you remember a unique strong password for every account?

Misaligned priorities
⇒ IT Security wants to keep bad guys out
⇒ Users don’t want to get locked out

Active adversaries
⇒ Different than normal user experience

Habituation
⇒ False/insignificant positives eventually cause all alerts to be ignored



Individual Exercise

Draw the front of a penny! From memory! No peeking!

You know what they look like, right?

Hints:
I There’s someone’s portrait
I There are two phrases
I There’s one other thing
I For extra credit, some pennies have one more thing — what is

it?

Put everything in the right place!



Score your Sketch

I 1 for Abe
I +1 for Abe facing right
I +1 for “Liberty”
I +1 for “Liberty” to Abe’s left
I +1 for “In God We Trust”
I +1 for “In God We Trust” above Abe’s head
I +1 for the year minted
I +1 for the year to Abe’s right
I +1 bonus for the mint letter under the year
I -1 for everything else



Habituation

We see something so often that you don’t remember it

Common with security warnings

Browser displays: Users sees:

Images courtesy of Johnathan Nightingale,
http://blog.johnath.com/2007/10/11/todo-break-internet/

http://blog.johnath.com/2007/10/11/todo-break-internet/


Combating Habituation

Make sure the important things actually stand output

Low risk: High risk:



People are Economical

Given 2 paths to a goal, they will generally take the shorter one

More steps required ⇒ People less likely to complete them

Can people figure out what to do in the first place?

If it’s too hard ⇒ They give up and take easiest path

Often, software designers don’t make it easy for people to get right:



Making Things Confusing

What is the source?

What makes it trustworthy?

Opening it is dangerous,
but saving it is safe?

What happens if I don’t follow this advice?

How do I know what to do?



Good Security Practices that are Ignored
Install AV software

Keep OS and applications up to date

Change passwords frequently

Read a website’s privacy policy before using it

Regularly check your accounts for unusual activity

Pay attention to website URLs before clicking or entering data

Research software’s reputation before installing it

Enable your software firewall

Perform regular backups of your data

Read EULAs before installing software



Password Expiration

It’s been a standard of security policy
⇒ But does it help?

Observation: Users transform passwords in small ways
[Adams & Sasse 99]

Conjecture: Attackers can predict future passwords from old ones
[Zhang et al, CCS 2010]

Studied UNC’s “Onyen” login system

Passwords must be changed every 3 months

No passwords may be repeated in a year



Password Study

51141 unsalted hashes, 10374 defunct accounts

4–15 hashed passwords per account, stored in temporal order

Researchers cracked about 8k accounts
⇒ 8 months using standard tools

Produced experimental set of 7752 accts
⇒ At least one cracked password, not the most recent

Applied common simple transforms to cracked old passwords
⇒ Cracked many new passwords in about 3 seconds



Security Images

I can has cheezburger?

Those images on banks, etc.

“If you do not recognize your Personal Se-
curity Image and Caption, then DO NOT
enter your password!”

Study performed with recruited participants
Sent email each day with small deposit
⇒ Participants log in and report deposit to claim
it

At end of study, they receive the money

On the last day, security image absent
⇒ Under maintenance message instead

Do participants still log in? Image from Wikipedia [CC BY 2.0]



Security Image Study Results

Over 80% of participants claim they always look for their image

73% logged in anyway

Tested this with different types of
I Images (for eye-catchingness)
I Caption use

No significant differences seen in participant behavior

Takeaway results:
I Attention Failure
I Misaligned Priorities
I Misunderstanding Security Concepts



Improving Security with Psychology

Limit what people have to remember

Grab attention when you need it

Make critical information stand out
⇒ Avoid habituation

Minimize user effort
I If users need to take action, make it easy
I If something is dangerous, make it difficult

When warnings needed, make them understandable
⇒ Don’t warn about phishing, suggest the correct site
⇒ Make the easy decisions (obviously bad/good) for the user



Aside 1: Cryptographic APIs
These suck, pretty universally

In C, OpenSSL is the dominant library, but it’s known to have a lot
of issues with its API

Fortunately, it’s been around long enough that it’s
well-documented, especially through third-party books

Even “friendlier” languages, like Python, have poor crypto APIs

Many programmers who think they’ve written secure code actually
haven’t

In general
I Look for APIs that are well-documented
I Know what you want to do first (cryptosystems, operating

modes, etc)
I Make sure you understand the constraints of the API (how

passed-in buffers are handled)



Aside 2: Authenticating Users

Authentication relies on at least one of the following:

Something You Know For example, a password; this can be
shared/learned

Something You Have For example, your phone, a bank card, or a
hardware dongle; this can be stolen/lost

Something You Are That is, biometrics; these are not as stable as
we like, and can often be spoofed (like fingerprints)

Relying on only one of these is risky
⇒ More than one item from each category isn’t much better

Two, or all three, is much better



Evaluations

If you haven’t done so yet, please use this time to fill out a course
evaluation. These really do help me, both to improve the course
design and to improve my teaching. Let me know what works and
what doesn’t.


